FAI CIACA Main Targets:

1. Assisting new Communities to Organize + find Solutions with FAI > Motivate to build
2. New Technologies + Power Sources
3. Records + Competitions

Future with FAI-CIACA

• CIACA Records and Competitions mandatory as a Sport Commission.
• Continue Records with Solar Electricity >Solar Impulse
• Create Competitions between Experimental Aircraft under the flag of FAI, with Homebuilt / Experimental
• Motivate for new + exciting projects

Records + Racing:

• Experimental Builders must have the possibility to:
  – show their new Creations
  – make aware how much knowledge, creativity, time and money is involved in this field of Aircraft construction and building.

Electric Engine Aircraft

• Archeopteryx
• Electro Teaco Bat
• Green Wing
• Yuneec
• Electric Cri Cri
• Electric Flyer
• Crossover
• Flywhale
• Ray Copter
• Sky Spark
• Solar Stratos
• Piapio
Electric Engine Aircraft

New Technologies + Power Sources

- Archeopteryx
- Hydrogene
- Gyro Copter
- Ecolight
- Eco1Aircraft

- Flywhale
- Ray Copter
- Flapping Wings
- Sky Spark
- Crossover

Planned activities and projects 2015

- Continue organization for racings with Experimental Aircraft, try to be ready for an example show in 2015 (Dubai).
- Strengthen efforts for Electric Engine Aircraft and call for records and competitions
- Continue «Archeopteryx» and other projects

Get in touch with Human Powered environment to get these enthusiasts to compete for FAI Medals as well.

Main needs – solutions

- To start these sporting activities from scratch, a certain Budget is needed.
- The expertise must be achieved «on the go» by cooperations.
- The FAI Executive Board, the Office Team at FAI Lausanne, our ASP-Partners and national partner organizations with the CIACA-delegates are supporting us actively. Thank you!

Thank you for your attention!

Your Questions?